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“See, today I appoint [set] you over nations and kingdoms, to uproot and tear down, to destroy and
overthrow, to build and to plant .” Jeremiah 1:10

●
●
●
●
●

“See”  - it requires supernatural revelation, prophetic insight in order to understand.
“today” - the progressive advancement of revelation is in time and space.
“I appoint [set] you” - apostolic, kingdom authority.
“to uproot, tear down, destroy, overthrow” – advancing Christ’s kingdom starts with the destruction
of demonic strongholds.
“to build and plant” - kingdom authority is given to establish new, godly foundations.

Every time Christ appoints you to pioneer new territory, He will activate these biblical,
kingdom-advancing principles in your life and experience.
1. As you pioneer new territory, God will give you a word of revelation.
This word of revelation is only step one.
○ Revelation○ Interpretation○ Application○ Implementation2. As you pioneer new territory, God will give you kingdom authority to overthrow demonic
strongholds.
3.

As you pioneer new territory, God will use you to establish godly foundations.

4.

As you pioneer new territory, God will give you both the assignment and the strategy to fulfill the
assignment.
○ Don’t jump the gun.
○ Don’t exceed your assignment.
○ Follow your lines of constituted authority.
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5. Minister the word of revelation.
The word of revelation will establish your authority and the favor of God on you.
○ The word of revelation will often be the key that brings breakthrough (breaker anointing.)
Insights Into Pioneering New Territory
1. Notice the interface of the prophetic and the apostolic. As you pioneer new territory (apostolic),
God will give His word of revelation (prophetic.)
2. The prophetic word will come to you because you are new to the territory. Those who are
indigenous to the area have grown accustomed to it and have learned to tolerate it (and at times
not even notice it.)
3. This word of revelation is not anything you need to put in your report following the Module. It is
often a secret between you and God. Be sure to pour out the oil and give all glory to Christ. Guard
your heart against prophetic pride over fresh revelation.
4. Be courageous. To speak the prophetic word will often seem counterintuitive and may even feel
intimidating.
“What was it that he told you? Do not hide it from me. May God do so to you and more also if you
hide anything from me of all that he told you.” 1 Samuel 3:17
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